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David shouldn’t be fired when we consider his capability as a cameraman and a reporter 

and his zeal for his work that he has showed us. As far as his capability to work at WNYN is 

concerned, he is experienced cameraman and has successful interview skill as a reporter. 

When he was hired, his strength was that he was chief of the camera crew for nearly two years 

in college so he had a lot of camera experience. In additional to his experience as cameraman 

he is a competent reporter and obtained good results of interviewing with Professor Daniel 

and Denver project as a reporter. He interviewed with Professor Daniel for the space explora-

tion special by himself, and the evaluation of his work was good by Grace, a worker of WNYN, 

and Professor Daniel’s secretary, an audience of WNYN. Grace said that it looked good and 

Professor Daniel’s secretary said that he was a very capable young man and she thought the 

station couldn’t do without him. The Denver project that he had to produce and interview 

with Dr.Fisher because Marsha didn’t show up for the airport is another evidence which tells 

us that he is capable of interviewing. Bob praised him for the Denver project and said that 

David pulled them out of the hole on that program which could be a big loss to the station be-

cause Marsha didn’t show up. The second reason why David shouldn’t be fired is that he 

showed us his zeal for his work at WNYN. The fact that he’d kept on working for the college 

with no pay is sufficient support to say that he is enthusiastic for working in TV. Moreover, he 

was so enthusiastic about the new hospital program that he missed a meeting with Grace, 

Marsha and Margaret. Even though he couldn’t attend the meeting, he didn’t do it intention-

ally but was deeply absorbed in the new hospital program. As for Denver project, he had spent 

some time studying the files and a lot of technical information involved with it so he knew all 

the background. Because of his zeal like this, he performed the Denver project without any 

obstacles as Bob highly appreciated him as I mentioned before. We should consider that his 

capability as an experienced cameraman and to do interviewing made WNYN’s program suc-

cess and that his zeal for his work showed us that he is enthusiastic about his work and studies 

in advance. When we consider all of these reasons, we ought to give him another chance. 


